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Basic information about Las Vegas

  The population of Las Vegas is 596 000 residents.The   
sizes of Las Vegas are made by 352 square 
kilometers.The city is to in the West USA, in the State 
of Nevada.Las Vegas is one of the largest world centers 
of entertainments and a gaming. Numerous casinos, 
hotels, daily concerts and a show attract tourists from 
around the world.In total in the territory of Las Vegas 
more than eighty casinos, several thousands of game 
pavilions are concentrated.The main casinos and hotels 
are located in the historic center of the city along 
Frimont Street.In Las Vegas it is possible to conduct 
such way of life, that is forbidden in most states.The 
come here to celebrate the wedding,because you can 
sign for 24 hours.









Sights of Las Vegas,which need to be visited

                  Bellagio(hotel and casino).
The five-stars hotel casino located in Las 
Vegas Strip Boulevard.Belongs to the 
company MGM Resorts International. The main 
place of interest is the musical fountain located 
before the hotel building.Borrows the 11th place 
in the list of the largest hotels of the world.





Aquarium Shark Reef
In the territory of Mandalay Bay hotel there is 
an aquarium of Shark reef in which more than 
2 thousand animals live, here it is possible to 
see not only sharks,but also 
turtles,jellyfishes,piranhas,crocodiles and other 
water inhabitants.There is a glass corridor 
where also guests can watch animals through 
walls and a ceiling. And here it is possible to 
reserve service - diving with sharks (only for 
divers).





Stratosphere Las Vegas
 The hotel casino located in Las-Vegas-Strip 
Boulevard.Belongs to the company American 
Casino & Entertainment Properties.Tower 
hotel-casino "Stratosphere" — the highest 
observation tower in the United States.In the 
upper part of the tower involved several 
high-altitude attractions, such as the 
extension beyond the upper tier of the 
carousel.





The Mob Museum
The idea of creating a National Museum of organized                      
crime and law enforcement belongs to the former measures
of Las Vegas Oscar Goodman. The idea of building such a 
Museum came to him in 2002. The budget of the project 
amounted to $ 50 million, and 26 million was spent on the 
renovation of the former post office, which became the 
Museum building.Opening of the museum happened on 
February 14, 2012. In the museum the set of photos, texts 
and practical exhibits is provided. Here each visitor will be 
acquainted with history of organized crime, various methods 
of "conducting" business. Also there is an opportunity to sit 
on an electric chair and to do some shooting from the 
automatic machine.




